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Energyst to Power Offshore
Industry from Aberdeen
“Energyst’s Solutions are driven
by quality and Reliability.
Our Commitment is to add value.

As from the beginning of

Global solutions on a local level

this year Energyst will

Energyst provides worldwide coverage through a vast network of depots

power the Onshore and

that collaborate with Caterpillar dealers for local know-how and expertise.

Offshore Industry from a

Working together, this combination aims to exceed customer expectations

brand new depot based

with the most reliable and creative energy business solutions and services.

in Aberdeen. Brian Dyce,

Brian Dyce, ‘With Fleet Investment planned over the next three years we will

the Key Account Manager for the Oil & Gas division states, ‘Operating

establish our presence as one of the leading suppliers within the temporary

from a strategic facility shared with Finning UK, and close to our Oil & Gas

power sector.”

Customer base, we can now offer a local presence to assist with rental
requests. Our location in the Bridge of Don allows reduced transport costs

Energyst will work closely with Finning UK. Neil Dickinson, Managing Director,

and local experience to enhance our service offering’.

Finning UK & Ireland, “Finning is delighted to support this positive development with Energyst to continue to widen our services to all our customers”.

Energyst offers turnkey rental solutions for power generation and

Steven Reid, Key Account Manager, Finning Oil & Gas Services adds “Working

temperature control. Energyst is a joint venture of Caterpillar and its

together, Finning UK and Energyst Cat Rental Power now have the capability to

European dealers and rents out an expanded and modern fleet of generators,

offer the Oil & Gas industry a full Caterpillar power solution package whether

transformers, load banks, distribution boxes and cables.

it’s a temporary power rental unit, new engine or parts & service provision”.
Do you have a rental enquiry? Please contact us!

+44 (0) 1224 827 134 or +44 (0) 8457 697 450
Energyst Cat Rental Power
Denmore Road, Denmore Industrial Estate, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen, AB23 8JW

RENTAL SOLUTIONS FOR
POWER GENERATION & TEMPERATURE CONTROL

© 2013 Caterpillar All Rights Reserved CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow” and the POWER EDGE trade
dress, as well as corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission.

We are CAT Rental Power”
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Building a new community
The vision for Chapelton of Elsick
THE EARL AND COUNTESS OF SOUTHESK
IN LITTLE over a year the first house could be completed
in Scotland’s biggest planned new town just south of
Aberdeen.

emerged following discussions about possible smallscale steading developments as a result of the initial
decision to build the Aberdeen bypass – the AWPR.

It is hoped that planning permission will be granted
within the next few weeks for the first phase of
Chapelton of Elsick, potentially a £2 billion development
which could eventually accommodate 8,000 houses
and up to 20,000 people near
Newtonhill.

“Ironically, in the same week we were approached by
two local house builders asking if we were interested in
any form of development,” he said.

It is being promoted by the Elsick
Development Company, a family
controlled company representing
the Duke of Fife and neighbouring
landowners.

“We invited as many stakeholders
as we possibly could to help them
make decisions and in 10 days we
came up with the masterplan which
might normally have taken two
years.”

It is being funded by the Duke’s
son, the Earl of Southesk, and
his vision, which has been backed by Prince Charles,
is to create a community of seven neighbourhoods,
including a town centre, with shops, parks and schools
all within walking distance of every resident.
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“I came to the conclusion very
quickly it was going to be
either all or nothing because,
as I saw it, the alternative was
to have development all around
us which would greatly affect
the area.”

The Earl said that when
the recession hit the house
builders, with whom they had
formed quite a close relationship, were no longer in a
position to continue and he decided to go it alone.

During the initial phase 802 houses and a small high
street will be built at Cairnhill, the first of the seven
neighbourhoods.

The masterplan was designed in a public charrette in
September 2010 by US-based architects and urban
planners Duany Plater-Zyberk & Co (DPZ). Extensive
research had identified the company as world leaders in
designing new communities.

The Earl explained to Business Bulletin that the idea

Indeed the masterplan still follows very closely the
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Andrés Duany’s initial concept for the Chapelton masterplan

“We have had considerable discussion with the
education department and within the area of the first
4,000 houses there would be one secondary and three
primaries,” the Earl said.

rough drawing which Andrés Duany created on his
arrival in Scotland whilst unable to sleep because of
jetlag.

“Beyond that there would be another three primaries
and the secondary will obviously grow to be much
bigger.

“The charrette was a fascinating experience,” said the
Earl. “We gathered in architects, engineers, artists,
illustrators - everyone we could think of - at Elsick
House because there wasn’t a hotel in the area that
could take us at that time.

“Schools are very important to us because you can’t
sell houses unless you have good schools so from the
outset we have been very keen to establish proper
provision of schooling and have had a schools’ architect
and our own schools’ consultant involved.

“However, it worked perfectly because it was much
better to be on site. We had all the artists and
architects round the outside and we had a meeting
table to which locals and stakeholders were invited.
The whole process was really open to public scrutiny
and the designers came up with the design in front of
the public.

“Beyond the schools we have an education vision that
the whole place will be a learning campus because
once you have the hardware of the schools and the
initial infrastructure, including superfast broadband,
we expect people to go on learning throughout life.

“We invited as many stakeholders as we possibly could
to help them make decisions and in 10 days we came
up with the masterplan which might normally have
taken two years.
“It offered the local politicians a solution as to where to
put 4,000 houses in the short term without annoying
everyone in the area.
“The existing communities were the biggest supporters
because they didn’t want further development. Places
like Portlethen are a lesson to anyone on how not to
develop – there are no facilities and it has just been
bolt on developments through the years.
“By taking a number of 100 unit developments away
to a single place you remove the problem from these
communities but also it provides the critical mass to
create something that is big enough to be sustainable.

FEATURES

400 jobs and by 2023 almost 8,000 jobs could be
created.

“We want the whole community to be tied into the
schools in that way.”
He said one of the problems with cul-de-sac
developments was that access was often difficult,
even to nearby destinations, so people took their cars.
Chapelton of Elsick’s seven neighbourhoods avoid
that, having been designed around the five-minute
walk principle. The idea being it is quicker to walk for
five minutes than find your car keys, jump in the car
and drive to your destination.
“It encourages people to walk not for the weekly shop
but for the daily shop to the town centre and they will
walk their children to the primary, meet the neighbours
and that’s how you create a community.”
Cairnhill, the first neighbourhood, will have an active
centre of its own including a main square, a community
building and shops.

“In a sense we will always live in the shadow of
Aberdeen but this is fundamentally not a commuter
development. It is about being big enough that we
have enough facilities and employment land to keep
people within the area.”
The development includes land at Newtonhill allocated
as a business park and it has been calculated by
consultants that the initial phase will create almost
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Phasing is vital to the success of Chapelton of Elsick and
the first residents could be moving in by the summer
of 2014 to a wide range of different housing from
apartments to large detached homes.

A brief history of the
“new town” in Scotland

“One of the fundamental principles is to retain green
spaces,” he said. “It’s a deliberate attempt to create
value and a nice place to live.

THE HISTORY of “new towns” in Scotland can be traced
back to the 18th century. Edinburgh’s neo-classical New
Town, an area perceived today as part of the city centre,
was originally designed as a new settlement separate
from the Old Town and built across the valley which
was the location of the Nor Loch and which is now the
site of Princes Street Gardens. This new settlement was
built to alleviate problems of density and overcrowding
in the medieval city with its narrow closes, alleys, and
vennals.

FEATURES

“The first people who move in are called ‘pioneers’ by
the trade and these are people who like being first, not
least because effectively they will get a discount on
their houses.
“We understand that from the likes of Poundbury (the
experimental new town on the outskirts of Dorchester
built on land owned by the Duchy of Cornwall according
to the principles of Prince Charles) that when the
Duchy sold the first tranche of land they sold it for
very little. The next tranche they sold at market value
and since then they have sold at premiums.”
The Earl said that initially he regarded it as a daunting
prospect to have all the land on which he spent his
childhood covered by the development. However, his
concerns had been removed because the vast majority
of the existing buildings and the key features of the
site have been incorporated into the design by DPZ.
In fact, the family home, Elsick House, will eventually
become part of the town centre country park and be
preserved for public access.
www.chapeltonofelsick.co.uk

Model towns, famously pioneered by Robert Owen at
New Lanark and later by the Garden City movement
of Ebenezer Howard in England, were the result of the
19th century patronage and social responsibility of
major industrialists and responded to the conditions
created by rapid industrialisation and urbanisation.
In the 20th century, the Scottish New Towns resulted
from the Local Government (Scotland) Act of
1947. Over a period of approximately 15 years, this
legislation laid the foundation for the creation of the
new planned communities of Glenrothes, East Kilbride,
Cumbernauld, Livingston, and Irvine. These settlements
were ostensibly to re-house people from sub-standard
slum housing in central Scotland, in particular from
the greater Glasgow area, and were conceived as
self-sufficient communities that would attract new
commercial and industrial investment. Governance
was undertaken by New Town Corporations rather
than local authorities, these being dispensed with in
the mid-1990s.
The underpinning policy of decentralisation has its root
in the Barlow Report of 1940, commissioned by Neville
Chamberlain to investigate means of relieving pressure
on large industrial settlements with all their attendant
problems of urban squalor, poor infrastructure, and
inadequate hygiene and sanitation.
The New Town movement was a response to significant
and urgent social and economic need in the post-War
era, fostered by the prevailing political thinking of the
time. There is a clear distinction to be drawn between
the creation of the Scottish New Towns of the mid-20th
century, and the design of satellite or dormitory towns
around our cities today.
The social, economic
and political agendas
of our time are radically
different,
reflecting
the
contemporary
challenges relating to
the welfare of our cities,
support
infrastructure,
transport, energy, and
the environment.

Dr David McClean
Head of the Scott Sutherland School of Architecture &
Built Environment
www.rgu.ac.uk/sss/
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An open letter to
the Treasury
Bob Collier
Chief Executive

The sting is in their explanation: “The UK has some
of the cheapest prices in Europe before tax and duty,
and increases in the pump prices of petrol and diesel
over the past 10 years have been caused largely by
higher crude oil prices and increases in tax and duty.
The margins being made by UK refiners, wholesalers
and retailers do not appear to have contributed as
significantly to increases in pump prices.” The key
question to ask is: how much of the impact on prices
is from crude oil prices and how much from tax and
duty?
In the North-east, we know that the price of crude
oil has helped us to ride out the recession that has
affected many other areas of the UK, and left the region
in relatively good shape in terms of GDP and jobs. The
energy sector in the region, focused on hydrocarbons
from the UKCS, is set for a period of investment.
Members of the Chamber have consistently reported
growth in turnover which is part of this narrative of
relative success. But members have also reported that
turnover growth is not delivering the growth in profits
that this would indicate and rising costs of operation
are identified as the principle culprit. The findings of
the Chamber’s Energy and Utilities Survey, published
in November 2012, showed that:

•

28% of businesses in the region feel that rising costs
have adversely affected their growth, increasing to
32% amongst SMEs

•

36% of all businesses in the region believe that UK
energy costs are significantly higher than overseas.

This matters because for the majority of Chamber
members energy represents one of their main costs
and 76% of those who responded identified that
changes to petrol and diesel prices had a significant
impact (30%) or some impact (46%) on their costs.
So back to that key question: how much of the impact
on prices is from crude oil prices and how much from
tax (VAT) and duty? The evidence from the report
seems at first glance to be unequivocal, showing that
over the 10 years since 2003 33.5p of the 60p increase
in petrol prices and 32.8p of the 64p increase in diesel
prices was down to the cost of crude.

Increase from 2003 to 2012
Element of cost

Tax (VAT) and Duty
Refining, Wholesaling
and retailing
Cost of Crude Oil

Petrol: 60p increase Diesel: 64p increase
(76 pence per litre (78 pence per litre
to 136 pence per
to 142 pence per
litre) +79%
litre) +82%
+23.1p
+3.4p

+23.9p
+7.2p

+33.5p

+32.8p

Source: OFT1475 pages 6 and 7
Since October 2003 fuel duty per litre has risen from
45.82p to 57.95p per litre and VAT has risen from 17.5%
to 20%, as well as production taxes in the UKCS rising
to between 62% and 82%, which in itself will add to the
tax/duty element of the cost of crude oil.

CHAMBER VIEWPOINT

AT THE end of January the Office of Fair Trading
(OFT) published its report ‘UK petrol and diesel sector’
focused mainly on the impact of rising fuel costs on
UK households and concluded “that competition in the
UK road fuels sector is working relatively effectively.”
At the Chamber we know from members that the cost
of fuel, for both transport and heating, is one of the
main elements of rising costs that are constraining
growth and profitability, so we were interested to see
the results of the work of the OFT to date.

Increases in the cost of petrol and diesel between 2003
and 2012 have been driven by a number of factors but
the OFT has found this is certainly not due to a lack
of competition or profiteering. The OFT found that
higher duty and tax increases are a large part of this
forecourt cost. If you fill your tank with petrol costing
132p, some 80p of it will go to the Government: that is
60%.(Source: RAC Foundation.).
The Government may claim that it has supported
business and “hard working families” by holding back
duty increases. It omits to mention that as prices rise
it continues to generate extra tax via the 20% VAT rate
in any event. This taxation methodology does not look
like a sustainable approach to business growth, nor is
it likely to help households out of the slump.
The Chief Secretary to the Treasury, Danny Alexander
MP accepted our invitation to meet members of the
Chamber at the beginning of March and we have this
item on the agenda for the meeting.

Bob Collier
Chief Executive
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Further expansion
for Space Solutions
Leading workplace design company,
Space Solutions, is expanding its
services through a raft of senior
appointments and acquisitions.

NEWS

The developments see the creation
of a new furniture, fixtures and
equipment
(FF&E)
division,
acquisition of a commercial interior
design arm and an addition to the
workplace design department.
Space
Solutions
has
added
commercial interior design business
Purpose Design, led by Gail Thomson,
to the group following a merger this
month. Now Purpose Design can
extend its services to include full
project delivery to the hospitality
and leisure sectors. Gail will carry on
servicing clients in the UK, whilst it
continues its expansion in the Middle
East, where it has recently completed
a design project for the Grand Hyatt
in Muscat, Oman.
Leading the new FF&E division as
development manager will be recent
appointee Kevin Galloway. Previously
with KM Furniture, Morris Education
and ESA McIntosh, Kevin’s remit is to
grow the division as an independent
consultancy service. He is supported
by Craig McLelland, who also joins
the firm from KM furniture as FF&E
consultant assistant.
On the expansion, Steve Judge,
managing director of Space Solutions
said: “We have had a terrific start to
our new financial year, achieving our
projected annual turnover in the first
six months. As we refuse to debt
finance to grow the business, we
are reinvesting our profits into the
business.
“The employment of two of the
leading lights in FF&E has ensured
that our new division has the best
start possible. We will use this
experience to deliver within the
education sector and expand into
healthcare, leisure and other markets
where transparency of the FF&E
strategy is essential.
“Our acquisition of Purpose Design
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enables Space Solutions to achieve
international growth ambitions. With
a healthy pipeline of work already
booked for 2013, Purpose Design will
offer clients a full delivery service
that is led by the interior designer.”
The extension into new service areas
follows closely on the back of the
firm’s successful expansion into
London, following the acquisition of
Cochrane McGregor Associates, in
late 2012.

ARR Craib reports
2012 success
The ARR Craib Transport Ltd fleet
of 250 vehicles and 500 trailers
travelled 12 million road miles last
year, ran up a £7.8 million fuel bill
and carried cargo including a twometre tartan elephant.

The growth of the firm has seen it
attract orders from both private
and public sector clients, including
Shell, Wood Group, Napier University
and the Scottish Government in
Scotland, and international clients
such as WIPRO, Rezidor, Hyatt and
International Hotel Group.

Eddie Anderson, managing director
of ARR Craib, said: “We have a wide
customer base which includes the
food and drink, general goods,
oil and gas and construction and
building sectors. This means that
we deliver practically anything the
UK industry needs and sometimes
the fleet is asked to carry somewhat
unusual cargo for our customers.

Recycling firm
expands north

“Every year we have one standout
delivery and last year we were asked
by Walkers Shortbread to deliver an
ornamental tartan elephant to their
headquarters in Aberlour.”

Aberdeenshire-based Keenan Recycling,
which transforms food and garden
waste into compost, has expanded into
Inverness and the surrounding areas.
The move will help north companies
meet targets set out in The Waste
(Scotland)
Regulations,
which
require all businesses producing
more than 50kg of food waste
weekly to separate this from landfill
waste by January 2014. By January
2016 any businesses producing more
than just 5kg of food waste per week
will need to recycle it.
Keenan Recycling, based at New
Deer,
launched
its
commercial
food waste collection scheme in
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire in 2010,
becoming the first company in the
North-east offering organisations the
opportunity to recycle items such as
leftover food, coffee grounds, cups
and paper towels.
The company also deals with tens
of thousands of tonnes of food and
green waste from local authorities
across Scotland.
New clients in the north of Scotland
include Gordon and Macphail in
Elgin, the Rendezvouz Café and The
Kingsmills Hotel in Inverness.

The tartan elephant was sponsored
by Walkers Shortbread as part
of last summer’s Jungle City
exhibition in Edinburgh in aid of
animal
conservation
charities.
The elephant, which stood in the
city’s botanical gardens before it
was moved to Princes Street, was
covered in the same tartan which
appears on the firm’s shortbread
packaging. Following its stint in
the capital, the elephant now takes
pride of place at the head office on
Speyside.
ARR Craib can have up to 5,000
tyres on the roads at any given time
and every year uses 122,000 litres
of AdBlue - an environmentally
friendly
exhaust
gas
cleaning
system which enables vehicles to
meet emission standards - at a cost
of £45,000.
ARR Craib has invested over £3.3
million this year on new vehicles,
trailers and equipment and the
average age of the fleet is now just
three-years old.

Oil and gas engineering consultancy Magma Products
has secured a £5 million contract.
The agreement, with an unnamed operator, is for a key
start-up and commissioning project in the North Sea.
The Aberdeen company currently has a team of 38 but
now has capacity for more than 50 in-house personnel
following a recent move to larger premises.
The business is currently looking to attract an additional
20 engineers in the next three months as it seeks to
secure additional projects.
International oil and gas services company ASCO was
named the winner of the project forwarding award at
the British International Freight Association (BIFA)
awards for the fourth time.
The company collected the 2012 award for providing
air and sea logistics support for a drilling campaign in
western Greenland.
North-east based disability charity Inspire has been
rewarded for recent achievements with a Quality
Scotland committed to excellence award for its good
work across different areas of the business.
Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre, which
won the inaugural green award at the 2011 Northern
Star Business Awards, has been awarded gold status in
the Green Tourism Business Scheme. AECC is the only
venue in Aberdeen to have achieved this accolade.
International oilfield service group Aker Solutions has
secured orders from Transocean, the world’s largest
offshore drilling contractor, for equipment totalling £5
million.
S4 Advisory, the Aberdeen based business and change
consultancy, has announced the addition of two senior
team members, Katy Gifford and Andrew Angus.
Both Katy and Andrew have spent more than 15 years
delivering business change initiatives, predominantly to
the global oil and gas sector.
Aberdeen based catering services and facilities
management company Entiér has been awarded a
two-year contract to supply catering and hospitality
services to deck machinery specialist company ACE
Winches.
The £500,000 contract is based at ACE Winches new
global headquarters in Turriff and will result in the
creation of five new jobs.
Neil Watson has been appointed operations manager of
Red Mist Media, which provides marketing intelligence,
media coverage, advertising, communication, brand
awareness and social media exposure across industry
specific news sites worldwide.
His role is to help increase customer support, develop new
opportunities for clients and expand social media solutions

Keep up to date with members’ news at
www.agcc.co.uk or email your news to us at
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

words

the wise...

WEALTH
CHARTERED

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
A2+B WEALTH LIMITED

FINANCIAL
PLANNERS

Auto-Enrolment & Employee
Consultation
Auto-Enrolment is likely to result in more employers reviewing
pension arrangements, and whilst introducing a new qualifying
scheme does not trigger a legal obligation to consult with
employees, amending an existing scheme to make it qualifying
may do so.
Who the rules apply to:
• Employers with at least 50 employees;
• Who sponsor a group personal or stakeholder pension;
• Where payments are made directly from payroll; and
• Where there are employer contributions.

NEWS

News in brief

ADDING VALUE
THROUGH THE PLUS FACTOR

Occupational Pensions have similar rules.
Changes that trigger a consultation:
• Stopping/reducing employer’s contributions;
• Requiring members to contribute;
• Increasing members’ contributions.
Phasing in the minimum level of contributions over the
transitional period to 2018 will not require consultation,
however, asking members to pay more than the minimum will.
How Consultation works
• The minimum period for consultation must be appropriate,
taking into account the nature of the change, and must not
be less than 60 days.
• The actual consultation is with representatives of affected
scheme members rather than with every employee. If there
is no appropriate employee representative it may be
necessary to elect pension representatives or deal directly
with all affected members.
• Employees must provide information in writing:
• before the consultation starts
• describing the proposed change, timescales and
implications for the scheme and its members
• to the affected employees / their representatives (who
are then allowed time to consider it and respond)
• Once the consultation is over, employers must consider all
the responses before deciding how to proceed. Ultimately
employers can make whatever decision they please about
the proposed changes. The consent of the members is not
required.
The Pensions Regulator is increasingly interested in monitoring
workplace pension schemes and ensuring they are run in such a
way as to promote good member outcomes, particularly in light
of auto-enrolment. Employees find it harder to demonstrate
that they meet the Regulator’s expectations if changes are
introduced that are not fair, not in the members’ interests, or
not aimed at promoting good member outcomes. Attention is
likely to be focused on employers experiencing high opt-out
rates so there is every incentive to make the scheme a success.
CONTACT: Simon Glazier, Chartered Financial Planner
email: simon.glazier@aabwealth.co.uk
9 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YL
tel: 01224 625111 website: www.aabwealth.co.uk
A2+B Wealth Chartered Financial Planners is a trading style of
Anderson Anderson & Brown Wealth Limited, which is an appointed
representative of Verus Financial Planning Limited, which is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
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Aberdeen Houston live link

The event will take the form of a breakfast
at the Granduca Hotel, Houston, and
a lunch at the Marcliffe Hotel & Spa,
Aberdeen, with the venues to be linked
using the latest technology.

NEWS

Granite PR founder and managing director
Brett Jackson said: “We hope that our
Aberdeen-Houston event will celebrate
the historic business links between the two
cities as well as providing opportunities
for modern companies to do business
together in the present and in the future.”

Brett Jackson, Granite PR

Offshore win for
Entiér

Granite PR is to host a business event
which will take place simultaneously in
Aberdeen and Houston.

Catering and facilities management
company, Entiér Limited, has won a £15
million three-year contract with Technip
to provide catering and hotel services
on seven offshore vessels globally.

The Aberdeen-based company has
enjoyed considerable growth in its US
business during the last year and hopes
that the event on 19 March will offer
clients on both sides of the Atlantic the
chance to benefit from international
networking and knowledge sharing
opportunities from their respective
home cities.

The contract, which has the option of
extending for a further two years, will
see Entiér increasing its presence in the
international marketplace and entering
new areas, such as the Gulf of Mexico.
The contract will result in the creation
of 35 new jobs and 50 personnel
transfers at Entier. All existing offshore
personnel will be retained.

Peter Bruce, managing director of
Aberdeen-based Entiér, said: “This is
a tremendous business win for Entiér
and we are delighted to be seen as the
preferred supplier.”

National award for
builder
Laurencekirk building firm Peterkin Homes
Ltd has won the new homes in Scotland
section of the Master Builder of the Year
Awards.
This is the fourth time that Peterkin Homes
has won the regional award in the past 10
years making it, the company claims, the
single most successful small/medium
sized Scottish building company in terms
of customer and industry feedback in the
last decade.
The awards are a nationwide search by the
Federation of Master Builders to find the
best builders in the UK. Nominations must
come from a satisfied client and builders
are judged on their technical ability
together with their customer service skills.
Peterkin Homes Ltd won for Wester
Waterlair, an art deco style home in
Fordoun, Aberdeenshire.

BOOK NOW

for Company Golf Days
Newmachar Golf Club offers a
choice of two courses Hawkshill - 6,700 yards, Par 72, SSS 74.
One of the most challenging golf courses in the North East.
Swailend - 6,388 yards, Par 72, SSS 71.

A good test for all standards of golfer.

Discounts are available for
Monday to Thursday bookings.
To book please call: 01651 863002
or email: info@newmachargolfclub.co.uk
A Range of Corporate Membership
packages are available.
Details on our website -

www.newmachargolfclub.co.uk
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such as Affle, Servion and Citilink.
Fifth Ring’s new office is led by
Himanshu Verma, who takes on
the role of the company’s APAC
managing director and previously
held the position of director of Like
Minds Consulting.

Intertek wins new
business
Himanshu Verma and
Clif Collier of Fifth Ring

Intertek, the global provider of
quality and safety services, has
secured work with Maersk Oil UK
worth £3 million to provide offshore
chemists and onshore laboratory
analysis support.

Multi-award
winning
agency
Fifth Ring Integrated Corporate
Communications has launched an
office in Singapore as part of its
strategic expansion in the Asia Pacific
region.

The three-year contract has the
option for two one-year extensions
and will see Intertek provide offshore
chemists full time for three of
the operator’s assets, as well as a
supporting team in the laboratory.

The
Aberdeen-based
company,
which specialises in business to
business communications within the
energy industry, supports clients
internationally through bases in
Aberdeen, Houston, Dubai, Abu
Dhabi and Kuala Lumpur and has now
acquired Singapore-based Like Minds
Consulting.

Intertek will perform a variety of
services for Maersk Oil UK from
sample gathering and testing to
monitoring process systems and
chemical injection to support its
North Sea operations.

Fifth
Ring’s
new
office
in
Singapore highlights the increasing
development opportunities across
its key market sectors of energy,
construction, property and financial
services. It will be taking its
integrated communications offering
– which strategically combines
business positioning, public relations,
advertising, design and production,
digital media and marketing – to the
Singapore market.
Group managing director, Clif Collier,
said: “Over recent years we have
supported a number of global energy
firms in ventures in the world’s
major energy capitals such as Dubai,
Houston and Aberdeen. Last year
we saw an increased and sustained
demand for support in Asia and
Singapore in particular.
“Establishing a presence within the
country became a logical step for us
to ensure we continue to be where
our existing and future clients need
us to be.”
Like Minds is a digital and PR company
which has represented the interests
of a number of major corporations

Raymond
Pirie,
vice
president
of
Intertek’s
global
upstream
business, said: “Our provision of
field services is complemented
by in-house scientists who have
access to advanced instrumentation
to respond to complex analytical
challenges.
Intertek’s
laboratory
supports the oil and gas value chain
across its entirety, from reservoir to
refinery.”
Intertek has provided services to
the oil and gas sector for more than
40 years from Aberdeen and has
invested around £4.5 million in stateof-the art laboratories in its energy
services hub.
Scotland’s First Minister recently
officially opened the Aberdeen
headquarters of Intertek’s energy
services
operation,
which
is
the base for its exploration and
production
support.
It
brings
together a wide scope of expertise
including: production and integrity
assurance; hydrocarbon allocation;
chemometric modelling; calibration
and
metering;
consulting
and
training; dimensional control and
environmental consultancy. More
than 160 people are based in this
building, and this could increase to
up to 220 over the next three years.

Career paths into
energy
A pioneering education initiative, Your
Future In Energy, which aims to give
school pupils clear paths into careers in
the energy industry has been launched
with a pilot at Aberdeen’s Northfield
Academy.
Unlike previous initiatives aimed
at encouraging pupils to enter the
industry, Your Future In Energy is a
cross-industry, streamlined programme
integrated into the school curriculum
and follows pupils through from
primary six to the end of secondary
school. The programme has been
developed in line with the curriculum
for excellence and has the support of
the Scottish Government and industry
leaders.

NEWS

Fifth Ring moves
east

It aims to highlight the diversity of
careers within the energy sector and
the different routes into them, whether
it be through university, college,
apprenticeships, or other opportunities
within the workplace.
Tom Clark, managing director of Your
Future In Energy, said: “This is the first
time experts spanning the education
sector, energy industry and training
bodies have come together to map
where the skills shortages lie, which
competencies are needed to fulfil these
roles, and in turn which school subjects
will steer pupils towards achieving
these.
“What’s different about this programme
is its ability to move beyond the
recruitment fairs and more sporadic
CSR initiatives to a more streamlined,
cross-industry approach to securing
the future talent that the energy sector
so desperately needs.”
Ali Dow, deputy head teacher of
Northfield Academy, said: “Your Future
In Energy is exposing our pupils to
jobs they might never have considered
before and, crucially, helping them to
understand where the knowledge they
learn here at school can take them
after they leave.”
The broader initiative has been
supported by the Offshore Contractors
Association
(OCA)
which
has
been instrumental in securing the
involvement of its member companies.
Bill Murray, OCA chief executive,
said “Given the challenges facing the
energy sector in the coming decades
this is exactly the type of crosssector approach we need to deliver
tomorrow’s talent.”
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Absoft - a good
place to work
Scottish specialist SAP consultancy
Absoft has been recognised by
Best Companies for its excellence
in the workplace.

NEWS

Absoft has received accreditation
from
the
organisation
which
recognises
great
working
environments and provision of
employee care based on the results
of staff surveys and organisational
questionnaires.
The company has achieved one star
status in the 2013 best companies
index
based
on
employees’
responses in eight key areas.
Staff
ranked
Absoft
on
its
leadership and management style,
career progression and training
opportunities, employee wellbeing
and
engagement,
teamwork,
corporate social responsibility and
benefits.

Saltire reports
growth
Saltire Energy, which supplies
drilling tools to the offshore oil and
gas industry, increased turnover
by nearly 50% from £15million to
£21.5million in the year to June 30,
2012.
Profit
for
the
year
before
exceptional
items
grew
from
£7.7million to £10.7million.
Around 60% of business is now
international
and
the
group’s
divisions work with all major
operators and drilling contractors
globally. It has expanded from its
headquarters at Portlethen, on
the outskirts of Aberdeen, and
operates from Europe, the Caspian,
the Middle East, Asia Pacific and
Africa.
Further major growth is predicted
for 2012/13 with turnover forecast
to reach £32 million.

Flexlife expansion
Flexlife, a specialist provider of
flexible pipe technologies and
engineering services, has achieved
a 45% rise in comparable turnover
from £7.35million to £10.6million in
2011-12.
10
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The
Aberdeen-based
company
expanded
significantly
over
the
12-months with projects completed
around the world and long-term
agreements signed with a number of
operators, including Petrobras America
International, for integrity management
services.
Further growth is under way with high
volumes of work secured in both the
project management and integrity
management business streams.
Flexlife currently has a team of around
100 subsea engineers and support
staff with plans to recruit further staff
in coming months. Turnover is forecast
to increase by up to 20%.
Ciaran O’Donnell, CEO, said: “We are
currently experiencing global interest in
our flexible pipe inspection, monitoring
and repair technologies.
“Our interest and investment in
flexible pipe integrity management
is now starting to generate business
internationally as well as in the North
Sea. We will continue to invest in our
resources and technologies to meet
this growing demand.”

New customer
charter
Aberdeen
International
Airport
has launched a Customer Charter
after almost a year of research
and analysis based firmly on what
passengers say they need from the
airport.
Work on the charter began in
May last year with 330 customer
interviews and a staff forum
which revealed seven key areas of
importance which have been used
to form the commitments in the
charter.
Those commitments are:
1. We will never compromise on
your safety
2. Friendly staff will always be on
hand to help
3. We will make your airport
experience an enjoyable one
4. We will keep you informed
5. We will treat you as our guests
6. We will welcome your comments
and suggestions
7. We will always go the extra mile
Beneath each commitment sits a
list of actions against which the

team will be measuring themselves
on an on-going basis.
Roger Hunt, operations director,
said: “The charter is more than just
words on a wall or in a booklet; it
has been created to ensure that as
our business continues to grow the
customer experience is enhanced
while holding the airport to account
for the customer experience.
“It lets the passenger know exactly
what they can expect from us as
a business each and every time
they pass through the doors of the
terminal. We want to ensure that
every passenger’s journey proves we
are more than just another airport.”

Aberdeen patently
booming
Figures from the European Patent
Office show that Aberdeen remained
Scotland’s patent capital in 2012,
according to patent and trade mark
attorneys HGF Aberdeen.
A total of 70 European patents
applications from Aberdeen-based
companies were published in 2012,
compared to 65 from Edinburgh and
46 from Glasgow. This is the second
year in a row that the North-east has
topped the tables.
Craig Watson, managing partner at
HGF Aberdeen, said: “We can be
proud of the innovative people and
firms in Aberdeen City and Shire and
how well we compare with the rest
of Scotland, especially when taking
population differences into account.”

New contract win
Dron & Dickson, specialists in the
design, supply and maintenance
of
hazardous
area
electrical
equipment, has secured a multimillion pound contract with Nexen
Petroleum UK Ltd.
The five-year project will see Dron
& Dickson carry out electrical
maintenance on Nexen’s Buzzard
and Scott offshore platforms in the
UK North Sea.
Dron & Dickson will provide a team
of 16 to service the operation.
This will include CompEx qualified
electrical
technicians
and
a
rope access team for high-level
maintenance.

PREMIER PARTNERS
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Putting on a good show
New city arts boss eyes cultural dividends

JANE SPIERS
THE VITAL role of the cultural scene in Aberdeen’s
economy becomes clear when you discover that every
year more than 500,000 people pay to attend events
at His Majesty’s Theatre, the Music Hall and the Lemon
Tree.
They attract West End shows and major artists to the
city and provide a launching platform for future stars
like Emeli Sandé who played the Lemon Tree early in
her career.
However as Jane Spiers, the recently appointed chief
executive of Aberdeen Performing Arts (APA) points
out, there is much more depth to the cultural offering
they bring than simply “bums on seats.”
That’s a message she hopes to be able to put across
as she plays her part in making the venues even more
successful and supporting Aberdeen’s bid to become
the UK’s City of Culture in 2017.
The backing of the business community, she believes,
will be key to the success of her endeavours.
Jane joined APA from award-winning Horsecross Arts
which operates Perth Concert Hall and Perth Theatre.
Under her leadership Horsecross became a Creative
Scotland foundation organisation, Perth Theatre
secured its role as a vibrant producing house and the
organisation raised more than £10 million, winning 30
awards and commendations in the process, including
two Scottish Thistle Awards for Business Leadership
and for Business Tourism.
12
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However, she is delighted to have been given the
tremendous opportunity which she feels APA presents.
“Aberdeen is a beautiful city,” she said. “The architecture
up here is really stunning with lots of lovely green
space and it’s a very vibrant place to be.
“It is fantastic to be responsible for three iconic venues
which are not just part of the heritage of the Northeast of Scotland but are national treasures. However,
equally important is what goes on inside them.
“Unlike many places in the UK Aberdeen has quite
a buoyant economy and a lot of that is around the
oil and gas sector, which is absolutely fantastic, but
there are other things that make a city look and feel
successful and the creative buzz of our vibrant cultural
scene brings competitive advantage too.
“I think the City of Culture bid is a great thing to
galvanise the arts and the business community and the
people of Aberdeen.
“I’d like to get the message across about just what
an important contribution arts and culture can make
to economic life, social life and civic life. Cultural
consumption generates a lot of money. When people
come for a night out there is lots of ancillary spend.
There may be overnight accommodation, they are
taking taxis, they are going out for a meal, they are
shopping and we are also a sizeable employer. At peak
times of the year more than 250 staff work across our
sites.

“What I have seen since I arrived in Aberdeen is that
the city is really busy during the week because there
are lots of what you would call ‘business tourists’ people who are coming here to work and are staying in
“The qualities you associate with being creative, like hotels. I would like to think we can play an important
being innovative, enterprising and confident, are all part, working with VisitAberdeen and the Area Tourism
qualities which are vital not just in the arts but in Partnership for Aberdeen City and Shire, to develop
business, industry and science. The modern economy the weekend break market. We can put on niche
relies as much on brainpower
programmes or help to develop
as it does on muscle power and
the festival offer, things you will
“It is fantastic to be responsible
arts and creative industries play
have to come to Aberdeen to
a really important part in that.”
see because you can’t see them
for three iconic venues which are
anywhere else.”
not just part of the heritage of
She
is
keen
to
develop
the North-east of Scotland but
partnerships with businesses
One of the attractions about her
are national treasures. However,
to shape the vision for the
new job was the rare opportunity
city centre and wants them
to lead a company with three
equally important is what goes on
to view supporting the arts as
diverse venues but with a single
inside them.”
an investment in the economy
vision.
rather than a charitable act.
“You can take your audience on a journey from small“We live in an age where the workforce is more flexible scale and young people and young bands in the Lemon
and travels – people don’t follow jobs, jobs follow Tree right through to the best from the West End at
people. They choose where they want to live and work HMT and in the middle the Scottish orchestras at the
and if businesses want to attract and retain talent then Music Hall and the top comedians on the circuit,” she
as a city we need to invest in the quality and amenities said.
and lifestyle choices people are looking for.
“Whether it’s from weird to wonderful or urban music
“APA, through our venues and our activities, is making to choir from West End musical to fringe firsts, in the
this a desirable location for people to come and live theatre it is tremendous to have that choice.
and also a desirable destination to visit.
“I don’t think many people realise that we put on 1,000
“The choices people make are about quality of life shows a year across every venue and we have more
and culture is definitely something which adds to than 500,000 paying attendees. Many places with free
the quality of life. I don’t see myself as just being an entry would be delighted to match that.”
ambassador for APA; I would like to be an ambassador
for the city when it comes to culture.
Successful as APA is, Jane is keen to drive it to the next level.
As part of that an appeal is being launched to raise
£5 million to invest in improvements to the Music Hall,
a building she would like to see buzzing all day every
day.

FEATURES

“Creativity in itself is an economic force and developing
people’s creative potential is improving their life
chances.

“We are putting £1 million of our own cash into it and
we are hoping to get funding from Creative Scotland
and from the local authority but it would be great if the
business community could recognise the benefits of
investing in the Music Hall because it is part of a vibrant
city centre economy. We have an iconic building right
in the heart of Union Street which we would like to as
a flagship project helping keeping Union Street alive.
“If you invest in APA or in the Music Hall you’re not
just investing in our venues but also in city centre
regeneration, in attracting and retaining talent, in
cultural tourism and in community cohesion.
“All that adds strength to businesses in the area and
there are so many things happening in Aberdeen at the
moment it feels like we’re on the brink of something
exciting.”
www.boxofficeaberdeen.com
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Oil and gas survey

The policy agenda
The past month has seen the Chamber mentioned during
Holyrood debates, join discussions in London on the UK
Government’s oil and gas strategy, continue to directly
engage with politicians and put pressure on the Government
for a fairer business rates regime.

CHAMBER NEWS

A comprehensive survey of the North-east’s oil and gas industry
has been launched to track activity, investment, employment and
optimism in the sector in the UKCS and internationally.
The 18th Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce oil and
gas survey, sponsored by leading law firm Bond Pearce, will run
until 22 March with the findings to be published in early May.
Established in 1996 and independently conducted by the University
of Strathclyde’s Fraser of Allander Institute, the survey has become
a key indicator of trends in the energy sector.
A wide range of operator, contractor and service companies
have been invited to participate in this well established and highly
regarded research. Their feedback will be used to track sector
performance and to understand the issues faced by respondents
within the sector and in particular how these relate to and impact
upon the wider business community that the Chamber represents.
Kenny Paton, partner with Bond Pearce, said: “At a time of
fundamental change, both in the industry and potentially in the
country, the survey is an invaluable tool to gauge trends and
highlight issues and challenges.
We have seen continued consolidation in the North Sea but smaller
companies are still struggling to get hold of assets. However, there
is some positive feedback on government initiatives such as the
recent taxation reforms and the decommissioning tax relief deed.
“The survey will take the temperature and views of the industry on
these issues and as we get closer to the independence referendum
the debate is kicking off in a much more meaningful way.
“Real questions are being asked as to what independence could
and would mean for Scotland and the survey will reveal the impact
the referendum is having on investment decisions and why.
“I am sure these views will be regarded by people well beyond the
industry.”
Robert Collier, chief executive of the Chamber, said: “Almost £500
billion has been invested in the UKCS over the past four decades
and the oil and gas sector continues to be a mainstay of our region’s
economy. The work of North-east energy businesses at home and
abroad has been fundamental to the relatively strong performance
of our economy in recent years. It’s continued success will be
important for decades to come.
“The participation of the industry in this survey is therefore essential
to ensure that we have an accurate understanding of emerging
trends and important issues. The survey findings will enable us to
influence key decision-makers in our policy work on energy at a
Scottish and UK level and ensure that we can accurately promote
understanding of the needs of the industry.”
Companies wishing to participate in the survey should contact the
Chamber’s research and policy team on research@agcc.co.uk.
14
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During February, the Chamber submitted a response to the
Scottish Government consultation on business rates. Following
the Chamber’s campaign after the 2010 revaluation, it was keen
to challenge the Scottish Government to address the flaws in
the current system and to influence any new proposals for the
rating system.
The response argued against the proposed delay for the next
revaluation to 2017, stating that it negatively affected businesses
who expected the revaluation to take place in 2015. There would
be no “net-off” of the revaluations conducted in 2008 when the
economic cycle was at its peak and so members would not gain
what they had lost in the previous revaluation. The response
also called for the reintroduction of transitional relief for future
revaluations and a sliding scale of valuation bandings.
A delegation of Chamber members will meet with finance
minister John Swinney MSP on 21 March to discuss the
consultation submission and highlight particular concerns
directly with him.
Members have continued to raise concerns about Aberdeen
city centre with the most common comments being that it
does not reflect the international status of the city and region.
Following comments made by deputy first minister Nicola
Sturgeon MSP in the local media, the Chamber wrote to her to
offer their support for a meeting between the local authorities
and civic organisations to discuss plans which could catalyse
the regeneration of the city centre. She has now confirmed her
intention to visit the city and meet with all interested groups to
us and we will update members when this meeting is arranged.
In the Scottish Parliament we have recently seen references to
the Chamber’s policy activities in debates on the oil and gas
industry, planning reform and local government finance. Over
the coming weeks meetings will be held with Mark McDonald
MSP, Richard Baker MSP and others as we try to build a more
regular dialogue with politicians.
In January, the department for business, innovation and skills
published a call for industry views to inform a draft oil and gas
sector strategy. The Chamber response highlighted the need
for the strategy to address the current taxation problems in the
industry, to come up with a long-term strategy to address the
skills shortage and to promote the industry in a positive manner.
Once the draft strategy is published, which is expected to be
in March, we will be looking for members to inform our liaison
with the department. The Chamber has already attended an
introductory session on this topic in London.
The Chamber is keen to get as many members as possible
involved in its policy development process and over the
coming months will be looking to its network steering groups
to inform its engagement with Government. Members’ views
will be sought on topics ranging from reforms to the regulatory
framework for employment agencies and business and
proposals for restricting night flights at London airports to

The policy team has established what it hopes will be monthly
engagement sessions between Chamber members and
politicians. At the time of writing, the Chamber was preparing
to host Fergus Ewing MSP, minister for energy, enterprise and
tourism, on 18 February and chief secretary to the treasury,
Danny Alexander MP, on 1 March. Details of future engagement
sessions will be announced in due course.
For more information on the Chamber’s policy work, contact
James Bream, research and policy director, on james.bream@
agcc.co.uk or Rachel Elliott, policy executive, on rachel.elliott@
agcc.co.uk.

Focus on Members’ Benefits
We will be highlighting a service or benefit available to
members of the Chamber each month. This month we look
at the new foreign exchange service developed in partnership
with Scottish Chambers of Commerce.

Scottish Chambers FX
Fluctuations in foreign exchange
rates and the difficulty of
making or receiving international
payments can have an enormous
impact on companies engaged in
international trade.
Using in-depth foreign exchange market intelligence, Scottish Chambers
FX is able to provide access to the very best foreign exchange rates.
Scottish Chambers FX is designed to assist chamber members grow
their international business. The chamber network already assists
its members with export documentation and is now able to help its
members with their foreign exchange requirements.
Scottish Chambers FX can help businesses reduce both costs and
risks of foreign exchange transactions as we know that any changes in
exchange rates can have a massive impact on the bottom line.

Final preparations are being made for a week-long celebration of
business and enterprise in North-east Scotland.
This year North East Business Week runs from 22 to 26 April
and it is now in its third year. The week will and bring together
key private and public sector partners from across the region to
deliver a daily programme of events aimed at advancing business.
The theme of this year’s business week is people driving growth
and the busy programme of breakfasts, seminars, lunches and
dinners will showcase what the North East has to offer the
business community, celebrate the successes of local businesses
and provide a wide range of networking and development
opportunities.
The events will address topics and themes including leadership,
skills in the energy industry, entrepreneurship, developing talent,
provision of skills through colleges, the role of social media, skills
planning and nautical and related training.
The Chamber’s research and policy team will also be conducting
research into employment, skills development, employee
retention, migration and labour force supply during the week.
The week will culminate with a summit lunch on 26 April which
will see North-east business leaders assemble to explore the key
themes that have merged from the events.
This year the founding partners – the Chamber, Enterprise
North East Trust, Federation of Small Businesses and Scottish
Council for Development and Industry – are joined by a host of
associate partners for this year, including Aberdeen City Council,
Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeen College, Aberdeen University,
Skills Development Scotland, Aberdeen Entrepreneurs, People
1st, Banff and Buchan College, Robert Gordon University,
Entrepreneurial Exchange and The Prince’s Trust.
For more information on the week’s events and how to get
involved, see the www.northeastbusinessweek.co.uk website.

CHAMBER NEWS

legislation on banking, procurement and energy.

Scottish Chambers FX has direct access to the wholesale currency
markets and is able to pass on those savings to chamber members.
Scottish Chambers FX is there to assist members who:

•
•
•

Import or Export goods and services and have a foreign
exchange requirement
Need to protect themselves against foreign currency
fluctuations
Make regular foreign payments

The philosophy behind Scottish Chambers FX is to provide its members
with a highly personal service. Scottish Chambers FX provides a simple,
safe and secure service to its members.
The founder directors have substantial experience in both the foreign
exchange and the Scottish markets. All have over 30 years experience
in their respective fields - David Hale in foreign exchange, David Tunstall
in accounting and Gordon Perry in financial services . Their combined
experience gives them a unique perspective on both the foreign
exchange and the Scottish markets.
The key benefits provided by Scottish Chambers FX are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Scottish Chambers FX provides highly competitive exchange
rates to its members through its direct access to the wholesale
currency markets
All members have a dedicated dealer who is able to provide up to
the minute exchange rate quotes
There is no registration fee and no obligation to trade subsequent
to registration
Direct access to Scot FX directors who are available to discuss
member currency requirements, be it a one off deal or a hedging
strategy to protect against future currency fluctuations
Scot FX is also available to advise clients on specific foreign markets
– be it foreign charges or time delays and how to minimise them
Scot FX is FSA and HMRC regulated and all client funds are held in
segregated client money accounts

For further information on Scottish Chambers FX call 0141 248
0040 or visit the http://scot-fx.com/scottish-chamber-fx/ website.
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Club Class Golf

Experience Scotland’s premier golf destinations by day
while spending your evenings enjoying our legendary
dining experience and hospitality.
> Two nights’ accommodation in an executive room
> Dinner and full Scottish breakfast in our two Rosette Dining Room
> Golf at Meldrum House, Cruden Bay and Murcar Links
> Golf can be arranged at Trump International and Royal Aberdeen,
subject to availability and supplements
£399 per person (based on two people sharing double/twin room)

AA
Visit Scotland

XXXX
Book now on +44 (0)1651 872294 or
email enquiries@meldrumhouse.com

w w w. m e l d r u m h o u s e . c o m

GRAMPIAN RESTAURANT OF THE YEAR: 2010, 2011, 2012 | SCOTTISH HOTEL AWARDS: DESIGN GOLD MEDAL WINNER 2011, 2012

CHILL
OUT
AT AECC, IT’S OUR
ATTENTION TO DETAIL THAT
MEANS PEACE OF MIND FOR
YOUR NEXT DINNER DANCE

Call Laura on 01224 330439
or visit us at www.aecc.co.uk
for more details
IT’S ALWAYS THE PEOPLE
WHO MAKE THE VENUE
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farmer tea producers and their
families.
“Experience in East Africa indicates
that
where
the
smallholder
farmers own their own factories,
they
receive
approximately
70% of the made tea price
against only 25 to 30% if they
simply sell their product to an
estate owned factory.”
The trust is also planning to
continue to invest in the UK
through its Youth and Philanthropy
Initiative which will be delivered
in 81 schools across 10 local
authorities in Scotland.

Sir Ian Wood, the recently retired
head of energy giant the Wood
Group, is investing £7.5 million
from his family’s charitable trust
in the development of the tea
industry in Rwanda in Sub-Saharan
Africa.

Charity gig for
Welsh star

Sir Ian said: “This represents
an
innovative
philanthropic
intervention which, if successful
and further developed, could
transform
the
viability
of
smallholder tea farmers in Rwanda
and pave the way for more
smallholder farmers owning their
factories across the region, which
in turn will substantially increase
the incomes of the smallholder

For further information about tables
or sponsorship packages available
for the Katherine Jenkins Gala
Dinner, contact Karen Farquhar
on 01224 210060 or at karen@
befriendachild.org.uk.

Highland
expansion

Tom Flockhart, Capital’s managing
director and founder, said the
acquisition of the long established
Inverness-based
business
was
the “perfect fit” and would, along
with Capital’s current operations,
provide comprehensive sales and
service cover across the whole of
Scotland.

The £7.5 million will go towards
the acquisition of the majority
shareholding in two tea factories
on
behalf
of
about
12,000
smallholder tea farmers.

Professional
management
will
be provided by the Kenya Tea
Development Agency with Sir Ian
acting as chairman.

Katherine will arrive in Aberdeen
following a number of US tour dates
where she will have performed with
singing sensation Andrea Bocelli,
and a UK tour with Il Divo. During her
performance in Aberdeen she will be
joined by west end singing stars
John Langley and Jayne O’Mahony.

Award-winning Capital Document
Solutions has acquired Highland
Office Equipment as part of its
growth plans to achieve turnover
of £30m by the end of 2015.

The Wood Family Trust (WFT) was
established five years ago with an
initial investment of £50 million but
its annual report has revealed that,
as a result of continued significant
contributions by the oil tycoon, it
now stands at approximately £114
million.

The Rwanda tea factory acquisition
is a partnership project between
Wood Family Trust and the
Gatsby Foundation, Lord David
Sainsbury’s philanthropic vehicle,
and is an extension to their existing
£5.6 million Imbarutso tea project
in Rwanda.

be available at the dinner and
Befriend a Child has thanked
Katherine Jenkins, Gareth and
Suzanne Jones, Lavinia Carr and
George Yule for making the event
possible.

NEWS

WFT invests in
Rwanda

Katherine Jenkins

The world’s most prolific classical
crossover artist, Katherine Jenkins,
will make her debut performance
in Aberdeen later this year in
support of local charity, Befriend
a Child.
The Welsh mezzo soprano star
will donate her time and sing at a
fundraising gala dinner on Friday
10 May at the Aberdeen Exhibition
and Conference Centre in aid of
Befriend a Child - an independent
local charity providing a one to one
befriending service for vulnerable
and underprivileged local children
aged 4-16.

The newly acquired company
complements Capital’s existing
operations in Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Dundee, Aberdeen and Shetland.
This latest expansion move was
supported by the Royal Bank
of Scotland. The value of the
acquisition is not being disclosed.
All 31 employees of Highland
Office Equipment are to remain
with the business including service
director Steven McLennan and
sales director Alex Main, who will
play a key role in driving growth in
the Highlands and Islands region.
The Inverness business will trade
under its current name until the
end of this year and then come
under the Capital brand.

A limited number of tables will
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A profitable partnership
Arts and business working together

ONE OF the most powerful weapons in Barclay Price’s
armoury as he sets out to convince the business community
that supporting the arts can have a positive impact is a
statistical slide.
It shows that 12% of Scottish adults visit a sporting event at
least once a year but 79% visit an arts event with the same
frequency.
“Given it is often men I am presenting to they sometimes
think I have got the figures the wrong way round - until I
point out that there are women in the world!” explains
Barclay.
For the past 11 years, as chief executive of Arts & Business
Scotland, his challenge has been to spark creative and
beneficial partnerships between the arts and business and
he has done so with remarkable success.

BARCLAY PRICE

As well as his sports and arts slide he has a sheaf of case
studies from Glenfiddich and Scottish Widows to Taqa and
Talisman to demonstrate the power of arts sponsorship.
“I know from my experience that the arts have the power to
change lives, develop empathy, kindle collective experience,
provide inspiration, soothe the soul and provide pleasure,”
he said.
“That’s why I believe business and organisations can benefit
from engaging with the arts and I enjoy the challenge of
helping achieve the most effective partnership.”
During his tenure Barclay has overseen the demerger from
the UK structure which established Arts & Business Scotland
as an independent Scottish charity but at the end of this
month he will retire.

Arts & Business Scotland timeline
1986
Association of Business Sponsorship and the Arts (ABSA)
establishes the first Scotland office in April 1986
1991
Scottish Arts Council begins funding ABSA in Scotland
1993
ABSA Tax Guide is issued
1995
ABSA’s Arts & Work programme is launched to encourage artsbased training by businesses
1996
Board Bank is launched by ABSA
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1999
ABSA rebrands as Arts & Business (A&B)
2006
A&B Scotland launches New Arts Sponsorship matching grants
scheme with support from Scottish Government
2009
A&B Scotland CashBack for Communities ‘Art of the Pitch’ event
in Aberdeen raises £45,000 for arts projects
2011
A&B Scotland celebrates 25th anniversary and becomes
independent Scottish charity

However, he has no plans to “get into my slippers and watch
afternoon television” and as well as remaining on the board of
Creative Scotland he will be working on his second novel, his
first one just about to be published.
Barclay says he is proud of the work he has led in helping
arts organisations cultivate business and private support and
grateful to his “terrific and committed staff team.”
He highlights a significant change in the challenges since 2001
when he moved from the post of Depute Director (Planning
and Development) for the Scottish Arts Council.

“One of the advantages I have had is that the arts in Scotland
are just getting better and better, which has not always been
true of some of our sport.
“We have had a long period of terrific international success
on the arts scene and I think people recognise that.”

He said the arts is hugely cost effective compared to
advertising and after identifying a
“I know from my experience that the arts business objective the aim was to
have the power to change lives, develop be creative enough to suggest an
arts answer.

empathy, kindle collective experience,
provide inspiration, soothe the soul and
provide pleasure.”

“That doesn’t mean they buy but
it may at least make them listen
again.”

“This includes companies like Diageo
and Standard Life and now the Bank of Scotland which is
because their strategies are being delivered by people who
are not based in Scotland and have a different perspective.

He believes there is great potential in Aberdeen, which he
feels punches below its weight, and is pleased that the city is
hosting the Arts & Business Scotland 2013 Awards in October.

“We have seen a few people like Virgin Money coming in but
on the whole those big sponsors aren’t around as they used
to be.

He says that in his “retirement” he will miss the relationships
he has constantly developed but hopes his skills might be
called on occasionally.

“Fortunately Aberdeen is different because although many
companies may have their major HQs elsewhere there is
still a very strong sense from quite a number of Aberdeen
companies that sponsorship of the arts has value.

“I am planning to remain creative and hope to be called upon
in a freelance capacity,” he said.

“Perhaps the issue in Aberdeen is that the range of things to
support is less than it might be elsewhere and they tend to
focus, with a few exceptions, on activity in Aberdeen because
that is where their employees and families and community
exist.”
For that reason Barclay successfully pitched to the Scottish
Government six or seven years ago for a match funding
scheme to encourage more small to medium companies to
sponsor the arts for the first time. The likelihood of double
the benefit as a result of double their investment has led 400
businesses to take that initial step.
Another change has been that businesses are less inclined
to sponsor art simply for art’s sake and with corporate social
responsibility in mind are looking for some return for their
staff or to support projects which help disadvantaged parts
of the community.
“In the last couple of years it has been tougher to engage
with businesses in the recessionary climate because so many
are chasing to stay alive,” he said.
“It is a much harder sell to convince people that the arts can
bring value to their company. The first thing I do is listen to
people, see what they identify as an issue and look at how we
can bring them an arts answer for that issue.
“For example Scottish Widows had a major issue in that
they had two very large workforces in two different spaces
with two completely different cultures and they wanted one
culture.
“We proposed a shared arts programme and over two and
half years 3,400 of the 4,100 members of staff participated
in arts projects. It was extraordinary and it really did change

FEATURES

“Between decision making shifting
out of Scotland and corporate
mergers
and
takeovers
the
companies which offer major
sponsorship have decreased to a
large extent,” he said.

the ethos of the company. People came together rather than
seeing each other in this ‘oh you’re from that other building’
way.

His first comic novel - Misdirection - is just about to be
published and he has drawn on his own experiences in
establishing a theatre company in London’s East End to write
about an aspiring theatre director in the late 1960s. A sequel
is planned.
He believes one of the challenges for his successor will be
how to help arts organisations in a broader way to be more
entrepreneurial.
“We have done a bit but perhaps much more focus is
required on using business skills in the right way to support
arts organisations.
“Arts organisations are very effective and they do a terrific
amount with small sums of money but in the past we have
had business people work as mentors and this would be
good to reintroduce.
“That also gets them interested so I think that is an area my
successor might be developing and hopefully there will be
more work in Aberdeen.”
www.andbscotland.org.uk
Successor Appointed
David Watt, currently Director of Glasgow Sculpture
Studios, has been appointed to succeed Barclay Price as
chief executive of Arts & Business Scotland.
David Watt’s recent experience of leading Glasgow
Sculpture Studios through a major capital development
has involved him in creating astute partnerships with both
the business, public and arts sectors.
David will take up the post at the end of April.
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EnQuest North
Sea investment

“Thistle is a prime example of
how we are able to recover more
oil from mature assets through a
combination of innovative ways of
working and technical expertise. It
demonstrates what EnQuest does
best and underlines our long-term
commitment to the North Sea.”

unions, Oil and Gas UK and Step
Change in Safety. The standard was
developed by ESRs themselves,
supported by industry skills body
OPITO.

The late life extension programme
will see further investment of
around £160 million with contracts
for the work being awarded to
around 30 companies across the
UK supply chain.

CLAN marks 30
years

Offshore safety
A new standard in offshore safety
which aims to advance the critical
role of elected safety representatives
(ESRs) in minimising the risk of
accidents and improving safety is
to be trialled in the North Sea.

EnQuest
PLC,
the
largest
independent UK oil producer in the
North Sea, has secured a brownfield
tax allowance to fully exploit its
Thistle oilfield.
The next phase in the life extension
programme for Thistle will safeguard
almost 500 existing North Sea jobs
and create almost 1,000 new jobs
across the UK oil and gas supply
chain in Aberdeen, Newcastle,
Manchester and Swansea over the
next three years.

Offshore workers are elected under
the Safety Representatives and
Safety Committees Regulations
1989. Independent of management,
their functions and powers include
investigating
potential
hazards,
dangerous occurrences, complaints
and the causes of accidents as well
as the inspection of installations.

EnQuest is among the first oil
and gas operators to secure a
brownfield tax allowance which
is one of a series of measures the
Government has put in place to
stimulate investment in the North
Sea.

While a basic introductory course
already exists, this new advanced
standard aims to support more
effective workforce involvement
by giving ESRs access to training
that helps them develop their
effectiveness and confidence.

David Heslop, general manager for
EnQuest in Aberdeen, said: “Before
EnQuest acquired Thistle in 2010
production was declining and,
coupled with ageing infrastructure,
it was approaching the point where
production may have stopped.
As a result of our investment so
far, which has included facilities
and safety systems upgrades, a
major rig reactivation programme
and drilling of five new wells,
production
has
significantly
increased. With the assistance of
the brownfield tax allowance, we
are now able to embark on the next
phase of Thistle’s late life extension
programme, realising reserves of 35
MMboe and extending field life.

Four two-day pilot courses are
being
delivered
in
Aberdeen
by risk management company
DNV in February and March this
year.
Volunteer
delegates
will
get the chance to trial the latest
development in safety training for
the North Sea workforce. Upon
successful approval of the standard
the courses will be rolled out across
the industry and will be available to
over 2,000 ESRs.

North-east charity CLAN Cancer
Support has paid tribute to its
army of volunteers and supporters
as the organisation launches a
programme of events to mark its
30th anniversary.
CLAN was founded in 1983 by a
group of passionate committee
members who were determined to
improve services across the region.
Now it can call upon the services
of 300 volunteers, employs the
equivalent of 39 full-time staff,
opened its new £3 million CLAN
House headquarters in Aberdeen
in 2011 and has expanded to create
facilities as far afield as Peterhead
and Ballater on the mainland as well
as on Orkney and Shetland.
Chief executive Debbie Thomson
said: “The 30th anniversary is
special in so many ways. It is an
opportunity to reflect on the
incredible achievements of the past
three decades but also to look to
the future and the exciting times
ahead for CLAN.”
This year’s programme will feature a
series of fundraising and awareness
events linked to the 30th anniversary
theme. These will include sporting
dates, shows, concerts and other
innovative fundraisers as well as
the 30 Days for CLAN challenge in
September in which participants
will be invited to devote the month
to fundraising for the charity.

The drive for the new courses
came from the Offshore Industry
Advisory
Committee’s
(OIAC)
Workforce
Involvement
Group,
strongly supported by the trade

Over 700 clients trust us to be their
payroll partner, do you? Aberdeen's
favourite payroll solution.
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School project

entering the port for the first time following the completion of a
£5.2 million project to widen and deepen the navigation channel.
Colin Parker, chief executive of Aberdeen Harbour Board, said:
“We continue to see significant year on year increases in vessel
numbers and cargo throughput, which underpins the important
role Aberdeen Harbour plays as a key strategic resource to
offshore activity in the North Sea and wider international energy
sector. We have also seen an increase in general commercial traffic
to international locations such as Norway, Russia and Africa.
“It is also clear that our decision to widen and deepen the navigation
channel has had a positive impact on our business and highlights
our commitment to ensure that our customers and continue to
receive a world class service.”

AAB fundraising success
NEWS

Clive Gregory (far left), ARCADION technical director, pictured
with Aboyne Academy rector Raymond Jowett (far right) and
pupils in the school’s design and technology department.
ARCADION, an offshore and marine accommodation specialist
engineering business, has forged a partnership charter with
Aboyne Academy to start a programme which will deliver
practical and commercial skills to many of the 660 pupils as they
prepare for the world of work.
ARCADION technical director Clive Gregory said: “The
partnership charter we have put in place is an expression of our
commitment to the pupils of Aboyne Academy and our belief
we can give them a better practical understanding of the skills
needed in the engineering and design industry. It is an exciting
opportunity for us to add value to the next generation of talent.”
ARCADION employees have already helped S3 students
studying engineering and science to plan and deliver a project
presentation.
The company is working with the school’s management team
to develop a series of awards to recognise achievement in a
number of fields including design and technology, business
management and environmental awareness. It also has plans to
run small workshops with the pupils to assist them with interview
techniques and CV writing.

Harbour reports increased
activity
Aberdeen Harbour recorded significant growth in activity
throughout 2012 with total vessel tonnage for the year up by
more than 8%, from nearly 26 million tonnes to just over 28
million tonnes.
The increase highlights the continued importance of Aberdeen
Harbour to the energy sector operating in the UK Continental
Shelf, as well as general commercial traffic, with the total
tonnage of cargo also up almost 8% from 4.76 million tonnes in
2011 to 5.14 million tonnes in 2012.
The overall number of vessels entering the port also grew, from
7,784 in 2011 to 8,142 in 2012, and included a number of vessels

The Anderson Anderson & Brown (AAB) Fundraising Committee
has handed over the proceeds of their 2012 fundraising effort – a
cheque for £14,000 to the Department of Neurology at Aberdeen
Royal Infirmary.
This charity was chosen at the request of a member of AAB’s
accounting team, Tracey Ogston, (pictured centre with her
surgeon Pragnesh Bhatt and Val Huggins of the AAB Fundraising
Committee). Chartered Accountant Tracey was diagnosed with a
brain tumour in 2011 and was so impressed with the level of care
she received from the department, in particular from Mr Bhatt, that
she wanted to give something back.
Mr Bhatt was delighted with the size of the donation, the
biggest they have received to date, which has enabled them to
purchase a state of the art microscope to be used during actual
surgery. He said: “When Tracey advised us of the fantastic total
raised, it was the best possible start to 2013 that we could have
wished for. This piece of kit is quite simply the Rolls-Royce of
microscopes. Never before have we been able to identify such a
ground-breaking level of detail during brain surgery.”
Staff at AAB were involved in a number of fundraising events
during the year – including running marathons, bake sales,
quizzes, raffles and wear a colour to work day - and were also
able to encourage clients to donate during corporate events.
The firm’s annual fundraising campaign is just one part of its
ongoing commitment to the charity sector. The staff and
partners regularly support other local charities in their fundraising activities through attending events and taking part in
various sponsored activities.
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Georgette Cobban, Ken Milroy, Stewart Carruth, director of corporate governance at
Aberdeen City Council, and council leader Councillor Barney Crockett.

Breakfast focuses on partnerships
An audience drawn primarily from
the public and third sectors gathered
at Aberdeen’s Beach Ballroom at the
beginning of February to learn more
about Aberdeen City Council’s new
business plan and opportunities for
greater partnership working. The fiveyear business plan, Aberdeen – The
Smarter City, is the cornerstone of the
council’s strategy for the future. An
essential element of the plan is how
the council will build successful and
effective partnerships. The breakfast,
organised by the council in conjunction
with the Chamber, saw speakers Ken
Milroy, chief executive of Aberdeen

Foyer,
and
Georgette
Cobban,
scheme manager for Home-Start
Aberdeen, present their experiences
and share their expertise of social
enterprise, growing the business,
meeting challenges and partnership
working. The Chamber stages around
100 events a year in Aberdeen City
and Shire, ranging from networking
sessions to business breakfasts. See
the events section of the Chamber’s
www.agcc.co.uk website for more
information on our 2013 programme.
All photos by Michal
Newsline Scotland

Wachucik/

Gordon McIntosh, director of enterprise, planning and
infrastructure at Aberdeen City Council

Karen Smith from the Rural Housing Service, Chamber training team
leader Susan Staniforth and Georgette Cobban
Alex Munro and Gordon Riddel from Grampian Fire & Rescue Service

Edel Harris of Cornerstone, Chamber membership network
manager Mary Holland and Sophy Green from Instant
Neighbour.
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Community entrepreneur David Fryer

Stewart Carruth addresses the breakfast

The James Hutton Institute,

world-class strength in renewables and mineralogy

The James Hutton Institute is Scotland’s leading
research organisation, encompassing a distinctive
range of integrated, world-class strengths in land, crop,
waters, environmental and socio-economic science. It
undertakes work in a wide range of areas for customers
including the Scottish and UK governments, the EU and
other organisations worldwide. A multi-site institution,
Land Use Research Institute (MLURI) in Aberdeen and
the Scottish Crop Research Institute (SCRI) based in
Invergowrie near Dundee. The Institute has a staff of
nearly 600 and 150 PhD students.
The Institute organises its research through seven
principal themes which enables us to meet global
challenges:

As well as world-leading research, the James Hutton
Institute also offers a range of consultancy and products
in renewable energy and mineralogy through its
commercial arm, Macaulay Scientific Consulting Ltd.
Owing to its unique combination of research and
knowledge exchange, the Institute contributes to
understanding of the policy and strategic needs for

Safeguarding Natural Capital

renewable energy, requirements for planning and

Enhancing Crop Productivity and Utilisation

regulators, and tools and expertise for assessing specific

Delivering Sustainable Production Systems

proposals for renewable energy developments.

Controlling Weeds, Pests and Diseases
Managing Catchments and Coasts
Realising Land’s Potential
Nurturing Vibrant and Low Carbon Communities.

PREMIER PARTNERS

it was formed in 2011 by the merger of the Macaulay

The Institute’s mineralogical team is a modern, extremely
well equipped and staffed research group routinely
undertaking a wide variety of investigations, specialising
in the investigation of materials that contain clay
minerals and offering world-class mineralogical analysis
to a wide spectrum of sectors and industry, including
petroleum, industrial minerals, ceramics, environmental,
and research.
Whatever your commercial interest in renewable energy
and mineralogy might be, let us help you.
The James Hutton Institute
Craigiebuckler
Aberdeen AB15 8QH
Scotland, UK
Tel: +44 (0)844 928 5428
Fax: +44 (0)844 928 5429
Email: consult@hutton.ac.uk
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NEW MEMBERS AT THE CHAMBER

NEW MEMBERS

Advanced Coating Initiative Ltd
Metal spray coating specialists
Site 14
Greenbank Road
East Tullos
Aberdeen
AB12 3BQ
t: 01224 515320
w: www.acilimited.co.uk
e: sales@acilimited.co.uk
c: Simon Cheyne - Operations Director
Arnlea Systems Ltd
An innovative solutions provider in the area
of asset control and data capture., providing
efficient and effective ways to manage and
control their assets, replacing paper based
processes with electronic forms
Inverurie Business Park
Souterford Avenue
Inverurie
AB51 0ZJ
t: 01467 623477
w: www.arnlea.com
e: kevin.boyd@arnlea.com
c: Kevin Boyd - Managing Director
Company Net
Microsoft Gold Partner helping organisations
improve business performance
46 Research Park North
Riccarton
Edinburgh
EH14 4AP
t: 01315 597500
w: www.company-net.com
e: contactus@company-net.com
c: Sally Atkinson - Marketing Executive

DK Engineering Ltd
Mechanical and electrical engineering design
and drawing services, drawing digitisation,
maintenance and 3D modelling
239 Xuan Thuy Road
Cau Giay District
Hanoi
Vietnam
FK3 9XH
t: +8443768625
w: www.dkengineeringltd.com
e: graham.davies@dkengineeringltd.com
c: Graham Davies - Director UK

Reda Oilfield UK Ltd
REDA Oilfield UK Ltd supplies an extensive range
of oilfield chemicals and associated services to
the oil and gas industry.
Goughburn Building
Craibstone Estate
Bucksburn
Aberdeen
AB21 9TR
t: 01224 937888
w: www.redaoilfield.com
e: rouk@redaoilfield.com
c: Gordon Moir - Managing Director

Energyst Rental Solutions
Energyst Rental Solutions offer Onshore and
Offshore Temporary Power Generators and
Temperature Control products. We are CAT
Rental Power
Denmore Road
Denmore Industrial Estate
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB23 8JW
t: 01224 827134 / 08457 697450
w: www.energyst.com
e: brian.dyce@energyst.com
c: Brian Dyce - Key Account Manager - Oil & Gas

Speakerbox PR
Provision of PR and marketing communication
services
Howe Moss Drive
Kirkhill Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 0GL
t: 01224 724475
w: www.speakerboxpr.co.uk
e: sarah@speakerboxpr.co.uk
c: Sarah Bremner - Owner & Director

Hilton Instruments Ltd
Supplier of laboratory chemicals, consumables
and equipment. Supply and service of cement
and mud test equipment. Hire of laboratory
equipment. Dangerous goods packaging service.
Howe Moss Avenue
Kirkhill Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 0GP
t: 01224 729990
w: www.hiltoninstruments.com
e: info@hiltoninstruments.com
c: Kevin Norrie - Managing Director

Conformance Limited
CE marking, equipment safety, specialist
consultancy and training for oil, gas and wind
turbine industries
Great Hucklow
Buxton
Derbyshire
SK17 8RG
t: 01298 873800
w: www.conformance.co.uk
e: enquiries@conformance.co.uk
c: Sue Herbert - Office Manager

OSE European
Leading in UK and European Logistic services
expertise includes Time Critical, Sensitive and
Urgent transport. Road, Air and Sea.
All Saints Business Centre
2nd Floor
Cuthbert House
Newcastle upon Tyne
Tyne and Wear
NE1 2ET
t: 01912 654455
w: www.oseeuro.com
e: sales@oseeuro.com
c: Laura Brown - Marketing Co-ordinator

Iain Burnett The Highland Chocolatier
Iain Burnett is an artisan gourmet chocolatier
of outstanding quality. Iain is best known for his
range of award-winning Velvet Truffles™ and
Spiced Pralines, which are now available in the
Bon Accord Centre, Aberdeen.
Legends of Grandtully
Between Pitlochry & Aberfeldy
PH9 0PL
t: 01887 840775
w: www.highlandchocolatier.com
e: clients@highlandchocolatier.com
c: Julie Collier - Commercial Director
TradesAdvisor Ltd
Local marketing and advertising company
offering home improvement companies
and suppliers online, offline and face to face
marketing opportunities.
21 Spa Street
Aberdeen
AB25 1PU
t: 01224 626000
w: www.tradesadvisor.com
e: gavin@tradesadvisor.com
c: Gavin Esslemont - Director

Project Management & Design Solutions Ltd
offers specialist training on Subsea Production
Controls Systems and Well Control functionality
and maintenance requirements.
Skene Business Centre
96 Rosemount Viaduct
Aberdeen
AB25 1NX
t: 01224 659398
e: robert.summers@pmds-ltd.co.uk
c: Bob Summers - Training Manager

Aberdeen's favourite payroll
solution: allowing you to
concentrate on your core business.
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Chamber
Diary
Business Breakfast Principal Sponsor:

Shire Connections Sponsor:

MAR

EVENT

TIME

VENUE

Fri 1

Motivate and Delegate (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 5

Supervisors Next Steps (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 5

Introduction to Budget & Planning (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

HM Revenue & Customs END Use Awareness (Training) 9.30am - 12.30pm

AGCC

Thu 7

Cut out and keep

Budget Business Breakfast Associate Sponsors:

Fri 8

Taking Notes and Minutes (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Fri 8

Business Breakfast

7am - 9am

MacDonald Norwood House Hotel

Wed 13

Advanced Presentations (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 12

Improve your Professional Confidence (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Thu 14

Understanding the Oil & Gas Industry (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Thu 14

Essential Supervisory Skills (Training) (1/2 Day)

9.30am - 12.30pm

AGCC

Thu 14

Introduction to PR (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Mon 18

Networking Effectively (Training) (1/2 Day)

9.30am - 12.30pm

AGCC

Thu 21

Budget Business Breakfast

7am - 9am

Marcliffe Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

Fri 22

Shire Connections

11.45am - 2pm

Lochter Activity Centre, Aberdeen

Mon 25

Speed Networking

11.45am - 2pm

AGCC

Tue 26

Export Documentation Explained (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 26

Sales and Account Management (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 27

Cash is King - Effective Cash Collection (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 27

Deliver Effective Presentations (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Thu 28

Assertiveness at Work (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC

Thu 28

Business Opportunites in India

11.45am - 2pm

AGCC

For ALL your print
and promotional
requirements
Litho Print

|

Digital Print

CHAMBER DIARY

Business Breakfast Associate Sponsors:

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate,
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
|

Signs & Labels

|

Exhibition & Display

|

Promotional Gifts
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“

What would you like to
see in the Budget?

HOT TOPIC

”

Obviously one of the main talking points from last year’s Budget was the Government’s plan to
introduce a limit on all uncapped income tax reliefs, including those related to charitable giving. The
subsequent U-turn on this following the strength of feeling from within the Third Sector over the damage
this could do to charities, already struggling as a result of the recession, was clearly very welcome.
I really don’t think we will see anything quite so dramatic this year where charities are concerned. In
an ideal world it would be fantastic to see an increase in the level of Gift Aid contributions but more
realistically, I think all Third Sector organisations would welcome, in these times of austerity, any measures
which result in people having more disposable income that they can consider donating to charitable
causes like Befriend A Child.
Karen Farquhar, Chief Executive, Befriend A Child

We need a Budget which will help business to move forward and create more jobs. So
often, however, businesses are faced with making decisions on new projects where there
is uncertainty over the tax consequences. A typical example is over the use of so called ‘one
man’ companies. The Government has talked for some time about reform but each year nothing
changes. This results in uncertainty for both the company and any potential customers of it.
Other countries (eg The Netherlands) are able to deal with this issue in a clear way which removes
uncertainty on both sides so why can’t the UK? There are other examples. A tax system which is
not clear is a bad system for business. Will we see change in this Budget? Probably not but we
can hope.
Bob Bain, Partner & Head of Audit & Accounts, Hall Morrice, Chartered Accountants

Working for Scotland’s largest five star resort based conference venue there are a number of items that
we as an organisation and I personally would like to see implemented in this year’s Budget. We would
like to see hospitality tax rates remaining the same in 2013 as 2012 and a reduction in Corporation Tax making
the UK a more attractive place for commercial activity.
We would also hope for limited tax increases on goods and services, leading to encouraged spending in the
hospitality sector. This, coupled with positive signs of an upturn in the UK growth forecast for overseas visitor
numbers, will positively impact on the travel, hospitality and leisure industry.
From a personal side I would like to see limited or no cuts on sport funding following the success of the
Olympics in 2012 and with the upcoming Commonwealth Games and Ryder Cup in Scotland in 2014.
Stewart Elder, National Account Manager, Fairmont St Andrews, Scotland

Here in the ‘third sector’ (easily confused with third world) we often hear politicians talking up the
range of public services provided by charities. Sometimes, hitherto public services are transferred
to charitable trusts to save public funds. To keep us all happy we hear of increasing support and
encouragement for charities and look forward to good news in legislative changes and budgets.
I would like to see that supportive attitude reflected in the Budget. A good start would be a reworking of
the treatment of VAT on ‘ticket sales’ to charity venues and events and an end to the current complex partial
exemption system. Charities ought to be allowed to reclaim all of the VAT they pay on their supplies. This
would both save money and the administration time spent sorting out the return. Next in line would be
the payment of rates by charities. At present charities get 80% mandatory rates relief and local authorities
are given discretion to grant a further 20% (therefore 100% rates relief) to deserving causes. This does not
encourage growth as we have discovered. If charities add to their buildings for the public benefit the rateable
value is assessed and depending on the individual local authority they can be given 100% relief or rated at
20% adding often hard to bear extra overheads.
Mike Ward, Curator, Grampian Transport Museum
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CSL, the Aberdeen-based
subsea project delivery and
management company, has
appointed Sean Girvan as
managing director.
The company has also
completed the acquisition
of Project Excellence LLP,
a specialist project and risk
management consultancy
provider to the energy
industry, which will now
trade as a division of CSL
Sean Girvan, CSL
known as CSL Project
Excellence.
All 25 staff from Project Excellence will transfer to CSL
as part of the acquisition – bringing the total employed
at CSL to almost 150 with another 60 expected to join
this year.

Internet service provider IFB has appointed Graeme
Gordon as chief executive officer.
This is a new position which has been created to
strengthen the company’s management team as it
expands its operations across Scotland. IFB plans to
invest further in 2013 with the development of new
capabilities.
Staff numbers are also set to increase by 25% across
the technical and sales departments.
In his 16 years with IFB Graeme has been a key driver
behind the growth and development of the organisation.

ITF,
the
global
technology facilitator,
has appointed Patrick
O’Brien to become its
new chief executive
officer.
Dr O’Brien, who is
currently the group
director
strategic
business and marketing
with
Wood
Group
Kenny, will officially
begin his role on 1
Patrick O’Brien, ITF
April and takes over
from
managing
director
Neil Poxon. He is a recognised expert in subsea riser
mechanics, riser design and flexible pipe technology
and has established an international reputation for his
contributions to the industry. He is a board member and
director of Subsea UK and is an honorary professor at
the University of Aberdeen.

Aberdeen-headquartered
oil
and gas service company QTEC
International has appointed a
new regional manager to lead
the growth of its US division.
John Donaldson is taking up the
post of USA regional manager at
QTEC Environmental Services
Inc. Responsible for overseeing
the firm’s expansion in America,
he previously worked for QTEC
International in the Far East as
a senior drilling environmental
management engineer.

John Donaldson, QTEC

ON THE MOVE

On the move

Aberdeenshire-based oil service firm ThinJack has appointed
Robert Turnbull to its growing team as a mechanical technician.
Specialist oil and gas project management company EPC
Offshore has appointed Jonathan White as a new head of
business development to expand the firm’s customer base
across the North Sea and internationally.
The appointment is the latest in a series of new senior
management positions amid strategic restructuring at EPC
Offshore as it embarks on the next stage in its development.

TWMA, which provides integrated drilling services and
environmental solutions for the international onshore and
offshore oil and gas industry, has appointed Leif Ove Svensen
as Scandinavia region manager.
The ACE Winch Academy has appointed David Moxey as
training academy manager to develop and expand the division.
David joins ACE Winches, the deck machinery specialists, from
Northern Marine Manning Services to target the training needs
of clients and share ACE Winches’ competencies in winch
design, manufacture and operation across the industry.

Scottish accountancy firm
Campbell Dallas LLP has
strengthened its team with
the appointment of a leading
corporate finance and banking
adviser.
Graham
Cunning
was
previously UK national director
of acquisition finance and
regional director of corporate
banking in Scotland with
Clydesdale Bank.

Graham Cunning,
Campbell Dallas LLP
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ON THE MOVE

Aberdeen-based media communications firm Frasermedia
has recruited former journalist Donna Ross as account
manager.
Mrs Ross, 33, is a communications and journalism graduate
who has worked in the newspaper industry for 13 years.
She has written for a number of North-east publications
during her career and before joining the Frasermedia team
as account manager spent seven years at the Press and
Journal where she worked as a features writer.
Ferguson
Group
has
strengthened its management
team with a round of key
appointments.
It has significantly boosted
its finance and HR teams,
including the appointment of
Richard J Smith as finance
director.
Richard is a member of
the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland and
will be based at the Ferguson
Richard J Smith,
Group’s head office in Kintore,
Ferguson Group
Aberdeenshire.
Julia McGlashan has been appointed as HR manager and
other recent appointments include Shona Allen, group
management accountant, David Gagiero, finance manager,
Ferguson Group Australia, and Graham Boyle as global
HSEQ manager.
Mike Melville, who previously held the position of finance
director, has relocated to Dubai to become Ferguson
Group’s new commercial director.
Aberdeen City and Shire Economic Future (ACSEF) has
strengthened its energy expertise with the appointment of
Centrica Energy’s Paul de Leeuw to the board.
With 25 years’ experience in the energy industry, Mr de
Leeuw is currently strategy and commercial director for
Centrica Energy – the exploration and production arm for
the energy giant Centrica. Mr de Leeuw is also chairman
of Aberdeen Foyer Enterprise and a governor of Robert
Gordon’s College.

Aberdeen-based oil and
gas
service
company
Centrifuges
Un-Limited
has appointed Gordon
Milne as sales director.
He joined Centrifuges
Un-Limited in November
2010 and has recently
taken on the role of
sales director within the
23-strong team based at
Dyce, Aberdeen.
Gordon Milne,
Centrifuges Un-Limited
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Integrated production data solutions specialist Aventa
Systems has added four new recruits to its team.
Senior analyst programmers Bryan Dickson and Ian
Allan, junior analyst and software developer Terry Delph
and project manager Michelle Hunter have all joined the
company.

Scottish regional law firm Ledingham Chalmers LLP has
appointed Stuart Robertson as partner in its employment
team, based at its headquarters in Aberdeen.
A graduate of the University of Strathclyde, Mr Robertson,
was formerly a partner with Ledingham Chalmers until the
firm’s demerger in 2006, moving on to become partner and
latterly consultant with Paull and Williamsons LLP until late
2012.
He is accredited by
the Law Society as a
specialist in employment
law and as a specialist in
discrimination law. He is
accredited as a mediator
by Core Solutions.
In addition to his
commercial experience
as a partner in private
practice, Mr Robertson
was previously head
of legal affairs for the
Stuart Robertson,
Commission for Racial
Ledingham Chalmers LLP
Equality in Scotland and
has significant knowledge
of discrimination law and litigation. He sits on the Law Society
of Scotland discrimination law accreditation panel.

Hall Morrice has made two new director level appointments.
Des Petrie takes up the role of audit and accounts director
and Kelly Cumming (née Munro) has been appointed business
advisory director.
The new chief executive of Wood Group PSN’s (WGPSN), Wood
Group’s largest operating division, is Robin Watson.
Mr Watson, who served as the UK managing director of WGPSN
for the last two years, has assumed his position as WGPSN chief
executive, succeeding Bob Keiller, now CEO of Wood Group. He
also joined the board of John Wood Group PLC as an executive
director on 1 January 2013.
Responsible for more than 29,000
employees and operations in over
35 countries, Mr Watson began
working for Wood Group in 2010.
With 23 years’ oil and gas industry
experience behind him, he
previously held senior positions in
Petrofac and ExxonMobil.
In his new role, he will be based
at the company’s headquarters in
Aberdeen and report directly to
Robin Watson,
Mr Keiller.
Wood Group PSN

Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre has appointed
Fiona Mann as a member of the board.
Fiona is AECC’s director of operations and safety and has
worked at the venue for 11 years, initially as an event manager
before becoming general manager of operations.
Her role grew to include responsibility for health and safety
and facilities management alongside her operational duties
and studied IOSH and Nebosh passing with distinction in 2010.
International equipment specialist ATR has appointed
non-executive chairman Bob Forbes and sales and
marketing director David McKendrick as it pursues an
aggressive growth strategy across the energy sector.

Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre has appointed
Rachel Hunter as PR and marketing assistant.
Rachel joined the communications team at AECC at the
end of 2012 after gaining an MSc in International Marketing
Management (with Distinction) from Robert Gordon University.
Prior to this she achieved a BA with First Class Honours
in Management with Marketing, which involved a year’s
placement in marketing at Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce.
ACE Winches has appointed Sam Morrison as chief financial
officer to strengthen the current board of management.
He has joined ACE Winches from Baker Hughes where he
was region controller Asia Pacific for four years while based
in Singapore.
He has extensive experience as a financial controller in
the energy sector spanning various continents including
Europe, Asia and the USA.

(L-R) Valerie Cheyne, Sam Morrison, Alfie Cheyne &
Graham Thomson of ACE Winches

Aberdeen
Harbour
has appointed three
new board members
who will serve for an
initial period of three
years.
Morag McNeill is
currently a director
of the Edinburgh
Academy and has
been a practicing
solicitor for over 25
years. Ms McNeill has
experience in and
knowledge of the
(L-R) Mike Bowyer, Tony Strachan
ports sector, having
& Morag McNeill
previously worked at
Forth Ports plc as a member of the Group Management Board.
Anthony Strachan joins Aberdeen Harbour Board after taking
early retirement from the Bank of England where latterly he
served as the Bank’s representative and agent for Scotland
Chartered engineer Michael Bowyer has worked in the oil
and gas industry for more than 37 years, holding executive
positions with Baker Oil Tools, PES International, Halliburton
and Senergy. He has served on the board of Oil and Gas UK, is
currently on the board of Opito and is involved in the industry’s
Step Change in Safety initiative.

ON THE MOVE

Stan Arnaud,
Weber Shandwick

Public relations consultancy
Weber
Shandwick
has
appointed Stan Arnaud an
account director in the north of
Scotland.
Stan,
whose
background
includes
senior
PR
roles
at Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and Global Energy,
also worked as chief reporter in
the Highlands at the Press and
Journal for three years.

Aberdeen based integrated communications agency AVC
Media Enterprises Ltd has strengthened its creative team
with two new appointments.
Karen Allan joins the company as PR account manager,
having previously worked for the Evening Express and Press
and Journal.
Cat Renwick joins the team as account executive. The
Napier University graduate previously worked for a creative
agency in the North-east of England.

OPITO, the oil and gas industry’s focal point for skills,
learning and workforce development, has appointed a new
policy affairs director to enhance collaboration between the
North Sea sector, government and education.
As many as 15,000 additional workers are needed to boost
skills provision in the short-term with thousands more jobs
likely to be created in the years to come. Darah Zahran
will play a key role in informing, influencing and engaging
with key decision making structures and forums in order
to highlight industry skills needs and work in partnership
to help align funding opportunities and learning provision
against the needs of the industry.
Mrs Zahran joins Aberdeen-headquartered OPITO with
more than 16 years’ experience in skills and energy. She
was previously the energy partnerships manager for Skills
Development Scotland during which time she engaged
with OPITO on a number of projects. She was also Scottish
director for the Energy & Utility Skills Group and has worked
at a managerial level within the Scottish Qualifications
Authority.

Executive
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